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THE B *Z INTl+KTION iOTEN&AIi FOR Na-Ne 
DETERMFNED FROM n-z INTERFERENCE ~TRUCIIJRES 
IN DIFFERENTIAL SCATI’ERING CROSS SECTIONS- _ 

Rcwcwcd 21 March 1984 

We have measured the differential cross sections for scattenng of laser-cwited Na(3’Ps,2).from Ne at thermal collision 
energres. For the interpretation of the experimental data SC performed semi-classical calculations in uhtch spin-ro:ational 
effects xwre taken into account From the observed II-Z mtcrference structures m the scattenng cross sectrons we extracted 
detarfed mformatron about the A’ff and B ‘Z mtrrxtion potcntuds. We found the ewtted-state-potentials to be in ewxlleht 
agreement uith the potentials determined in recent spcctroscoprc work The repulsive branch of the B ‘E potentral could bc 
accurately determined. An extrapolatron utth a Lennard-Jones (8.6) potentral shape yielded an eqmhbrium distance rm g15.1 
50.4 au By companng calculated drfferentral cross sectrons based on model potentials wth our experimental data ue 
conclude that the model potentials of Peach arc the most reliable theoretrcal Na*-NC potentials known today_ 

1. Introduction 

For many years experimental and theoretical 
studies on the alkali-rare-gas interaction have 
mainly concentrated on the Na-Ar system. These 
studies have provided accurate knowledge of the 
ground-state and excited-state potentials for the 
Na-Ar interaction. Although much effort has been 
put into the experimental [l-5] and theoretical 
[6-Il] investigation on the Na-Ne system, these 
studies did not yield concurring descriptions of the 
Interaction potentials for the ground state and first 
excited state of the Na-Ne system. It was assumed 
[4] that incorrect interpretations of experimental 
data were responsible for the different results ob- 
tained by the various experimental methods. 

From a spectroscopic study on the NaNe van 
der Waals molecule Ahmad-Bitar et al. [4] ob- 
tained a well depth L and an equilibrium distance 

rm of the-A*II potential which were inconsistent 
with results- obtained from line+broadening [2,3] 
and scattering experiments- [lJ_ For this reason 
Ahmad-Bitar et al_‘ call&l in question the semi- 
classical methods-used. to generate the potential- 
curves from spectral line data and scattering-data. 

This doubt on semi-classical interpretations could 
not be removed -until more accurate interaction 
potentials for the excited state of Na-Ne became 
available. _ 

- Interest in the Na-Ne system has been revived 
by the spectroscopic work of Lapatovich et al. [12] 
on the NaNe molecule_ From an evaluation of the 
spectroscopic data of Lapatovich et al., Gottscho 
et al. [13] derived an accurate potential curve for 
the A’II excited state and information about the 
well in the B2Z potential curve_ Through this 
work it has become possible to compare the results 
for the interaction potentials obtained by different 
experimental methods in a more adequate way_ 

Recently, the discrepancy between the results 
obtained from spectral line data and high-resolu- 
tion spectroscopy has been resolved by Havey et 
al. [14]. They performed-new experiments on the 
far wing of the Na resonanceline perturbed by 
Ne. Using the quasi-static formalism for. their 
analysis of the_ experimental data they _obtained 
potential curves in agreement with the experimen- 
tal results pf Lapatovich et al. [12]- and Ahmad- 
Bitar et al. [4]_ The reliability of the A’II potential 
obtained by Havey et al--was confirmed by_ Pontius 
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and Santo [15] who compared results from the 
quasi-static formalism with quantum-mechanical 
calculations. 

The discrepancy between the potentials derived 
from the scattering experiments of Carter et al. [l] 
and the spectroscopically determined potential of 
Ahntad-Bitar et al. [4] was explained by Masnou- 
Seeuws et al. [76]. The latter authors showed that 
the scattering cross sections measured by Carter et 
al. were strongly influenced by the interference 
between Il and S scattering amplitudes. They 
acre able to demonstrate that spin-uncoupling 
effects caused by the rotation of the internuclear 
alis are responsible for the occurrence of such 
l-I--E mterferences and they proposed a semi- 
classical description which takes the spin-rota- 
tional effects into account. Recently. we have 
shown [17] that this semi-classical description 
yields calculated cross sections that are practically 
identical to the cross sections obtained __om a 
quantum-mechanical calculatton. In addition. Lie 
have demonstrated that the A’II and B”E inter- 
action potentials obtained from spectroscopic work 
yield differential cross sections that are in reason- 
able agreement with our experimental data. There- 
fore. the Interpretation of the Na*-Ne scattermg 
data on the basis of the revised semi-classical 
formalism can no\\ be regarded c\.s a reliable 
method for obtaining correct interaction poten- 
tLlls. 

Our aim in this report is to establish the inter- 
action potentials for the Na*-Ne system from our 
high-resolution scattering data. Our experimental 
cross sections are especially sensitive to the repul- 
hike part of the B’S potential. whch - up to now 
- has not been probed in other expenmental meth- 
ods. Therefore. we shall concentrate on determin- 
ing this potential_ In calculating the scattering 

cross sections we shall make use of the accurate 
A’fl potential reported by Gottscho et nl. [13]. In 
addition. we shall investigate to what extent A’II 
potentials obtained by other methods reported in 
the literature. e.g. model potential calculations. 
yreld theoretical cross sections that are in agree- 
ment Edith our experimental data. 

2, Experimental arkngement 

The experiments reported her& were performed 
in a crossed-beam apparatus described in detail in 
ref. [18]. In a previous paper [19] we reported the 
results of the scattering of ground-state Na by Ne 
and Ar obtained with the same apparatus_ A 
schematic Mew of the experimental arrangement is 
shown in fig. 1. 

For the measurement of the scattering intensity 
of excited Na by Ne a laser beam from an argon- 
ion-laser-pumped ring dye laser was directed per- 
pendicular to the velocity-selected Na beam and 
the thermal rare-gas beam. The laser light (linearly 
polarized) was stabilized to the F = 2 + F = 3 hy- 
perfine transition of the Na DZ line by using an 
auxiliary Na-beam apparatus. The laser power at 
the scattering volume was 28 mW (laser spot size 
1.4 X 4.0 mm’). which was sufficient to saturate 
the transition. 

The experimental method for obtaining dif- 
ferential scattering cross sections for Na*-Ne IS 
gicen briefly below: For every scattering angle 19 
the difference intensity of scattered Na-atoms is 
measured with the laser beam turned on and off. 
respectively 

af(e)=fL(e)-fO(6). (2.1) 

if duo/d9 and da*/d9 are the differential cross 

F1g 1. Schematic experimental arrangement (1) Ar‘ pump 
kwr. Spectra Physws 164 (2) Spectra Phystcs 38OA cw ring 
dye laser (3) Au~liary Na beam apparatus for frequency 

stabdization. (4) Spectra Physics polanzation rotator 310-11 
(5) iMirrors (6) Photo-diode as fluorescence momtor (7) Na 
oxen (T-4470 IQ. (8) Mxhanical ~ebcity selector. (9) Ne 

multichannel beam source (7-z 293 K). (IO) Langmuir-Tavlor 
derrctortparticle mulhpher (Bendix M308) 



sections for ground-state and excited-state Na 
scattering, respectively, the difference signal al(e) 
is proportional to 

a1( 0) a arda*/dQ - ada”/dD, (2.2) 

where a is the fraction of excited Na in the 
scattering volume. Contributions from background 
scattering cancel exactly in the difference signal 
A1 since outside the scattering centre the Na pro- 
jectiles are aIways m their ground state. 

The ground-state and excited-state potentials 
can be determined by performing fit-calculations 
of difference scattering patterns and by comparing 
the calculated results with the experimental dif- 
ference signals. In principle. we have to take the 
finite angular resolution of the experiment into 
account in order to obtain optimum fits of the 
calculated difference scattering patterns to the ex- 
perimental data. When the scattering volumes for 
excited-state and ground-state Na differ, the aver- 
aging procedures for the calculated cross sectlons 
da’/dQ and da*/dSZ will be different and be- 
come more precarious as the experimental resolu- 
tion worsens. However. due to the high resolution 
of our experiment (0-l”) we did not need to aver- 
age the calculated cross sections over the experl- 
mental angular resolution in order to obtain relia- 
ble potential curves_ 

To obtain specific information about the ex- 
cited-state potentials we selected the range of 
scattering angles where the ground-state scattering 
does not produce a structured pattern_ The lower 
limit of this angular range varied from = 8” for 
low collision energies (E = 2.1 X low3 au) to = 4O 
for the highest collision energy that we investi- 
gated (E = 4.2 X 10m3 au). The upper limit of this 
range was set by the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
difference signal and was at most 20 o _ 

In all our scattering measurements we observed 
a rainbow maximum and rapid oscillations in the 
angular range selected. The angular positions of 
the extrema in the rapid oscillations were de- 
termined with an accuracy of 0.1 o _ 

The scattering cross sections depend in princi- 
ple on the applied polarization of the laser light, as 
was first shown experimentally by Hliwel et al. 
[20] for Na*-Hg scattering. Recently, D&en et al. 
[21] have observed coherence effects in K*-Ar 

scattering experiments using circularly polarized 
laser light. This inbicates the importance of-pre- 
cisely-defining the experimental conditions-of the 
excitation proce& The quantization axes for exci- 
tatlon (2,) and scattering (Z,, parallel to the 
relative velocity vector g) must have well-defined 
relative orientations if the collision process is to be 
studied in an adequate way. In our experiment we 
could establish the orientation of 2, with an 
accuracy of 2O by measuring the variation m the 
Na fluorescence ( ‘P3,? + 2S1,2) intensity while 
rotating the direction of the linear polarization 
axis of the laser beam. The fluorescence detector 
was positioned at a well-established angle cp (see 
fig. 1) in the horizontal plane determined by the 
Na beam and the laser beam. Before each scattering 
experiment the direction of the polarization was 
adjusted parallel to the relative velocity g, de- 
termined by the Ne velocity ( TjNc = 602 m/s) and 
the selected Na velocity (uNn = 800-1300 m/s). 

3. Survey of the Na*-Ne potentials used 

The excited A’II and B’Z interaction poten- 
tials cannot be determined from the Na*-Ne 
scattering experiments independently of each other, 
since the observed oscillation structures in the 
differential cross sections are due to the inter- 
ference between the A’II and B ‘Z scattered waves, 
Therefore, in order to determine the B ‘E potential 
we shall take advantage of what is known so far 
about the A’II mteractlon for Na-Ne. In table 1 
we have Iisted the equilibrium parameters of the 
A’II and B ‘Z potentials obtained from theoreti- 
cal calculations and experiments. 

3. I. Tile A ‘II potetrtlais 

From a comparison of the experimental rm val- 
ues presented it is obvious that the rm value de- 
termined by Carter et al. [I] from an analysis of 
their scattering data is much larger than the values 
obtained by other experimental techniques. This 
discrepancy is due to an incorrect interpretation of 
the scattering data [16,17]. 

It is inimediately seen from table 1 that the 
results of the spectroscopic experiments [4.5,12,13] 
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Table 1 
Compxtson OC eqmhbnum parameters c and r, for the Na’ -Ne system obtamed from experimental and theoretical methods 

Ref. A% B’Z Method a) Potenttal 

<(10-a au) r, (au) c(lO_5 au) ri (au) 
shape 

Expenmenrd 

111 5.5 207 so+03 1s 2 100 MB Morse 

[41 6.38~0.15 5.1 &O 1 I liO.4 SP RKR 
[5) b’ 6 S2 509 Thakkar 

(121 66 $-y 5.1 CO.1 ( 1.4 r 0.2) {14-4&O 3) SP LJ(S.6) for B ‘\’ 

[13] L 658 - 5.16 2.020 2 14.9 f 0.9 1 Thahkar for A’ll 

(141 73 r09 5.1 x0.1 LS t 

Tltemetld 

if4 06 85 0.16 19.5 PP 

[71 03 90 0 ‘3 200 PP 

[to1 40 60 MP 

[S 91 6.0 50 MP 

Ill1 6.4 52 20 145 MP 

this \\orh 656”’ 5.16 A) ‘,oj’ 15.1 +o 4 MB LJ(S.6) for B ‘X 

=’ MB- beam scattering. expenments; SP. htgh-resoluuon laser spectroscop>; LS: hne shrft and broadenmg r\penment_ PP. 
pseudo-potential calculations: hfP. mod&potmttal calculations 

” Rr-r~aluation of the expenmental data reported in ref. [4] L’ Re-e\aluauon of the expertmental data reported m ref. [I21 
” These data hake been taken from ref. [I_‘]_ but c.m be regarded as beat-tit results. 

Na-Ne: A2n-potentials 

- Gottscho et al _ 

- Peach 

--- LJ(8.6) - I 

- -_- LJ(8,6) - II 

Fig 2 Intcr~rticn potcnnds for the AZ TI state of Na-Xc The 
Lcnnard-Jones (S.6) potennal cunc~ I and Ii \wre calculated 
ast\sun.mg the equd~brunn data c. r,,, obtamed b> Lapatokich et 
al [12] and Xlasnou-Sectms ct al. [S]. reapecti\el) The A’11 
potcntml of Gottscho et .d [13] was obtancd from the Thahkar 
potentud parameters reported by Ciottscho et al The model 
potcnual of Peach [ll] x\as provided b> Peach as numerical 
data 

are in excellent mutual agreement and are con- 
sistent with the recent line-broadening experi- 
ments OF Havey et al. 1141. The most detailed 
description of the A’IT potential curve has been 
reported by Gottscho et al. [13]_ They presented 
the A’II potential in an analytical Form (Thakkar 
potential [22]) with parameters fitted to the RKR 
potential deduced From the spectroscopic data of 
Lapatovich et al. [12]. This Thakkar potential curve 
is plotted in fig. 2, together wrth theorettcally 
calculated potential curves discussed below. In Fig. 
2 we have also plotted an A’ff-potential curve 
(Lennard-Jones (8.6): LJ(8.6)-I) with the equi- 
hbrium data reported by Lapatovich et al. [12]. 

The slight disagreement between the well depth 
Found by Goble and Winn [5] and Gottscho et al. 
[13] (see table 1) should not be taken too seriously_ 
Both these equilibrium data were obtained by 
extrapolating the Thakkar potentials to the dis- 
sociation limit. Gottscho et al. noticed that their 
potential curve was identical within 0.1 cm-’ with 
the curve obtained by Goble and Winn in the 
region where the RKR potential is valid. However, 
the Thakkar potential reported by Goble and Winn 
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does not represent a realistic potential curve at 
small internuclear distances f becabse it- becomes 
attractive at r c 2 A. 

4. Remits and discussion 

129 

On the theoretical side the pseudo-potential 
calculations by Baylis [6] and Pascale and 
Vandeplanque [7] do not produce acceptable Q. rm 
values. whereas the model potentials [S-11] are 
closer to the spectroscopic results. In fig. 2 we 
show the A’II potential curve of Peach [ll] and 
an LJ(S.6) potential (LJ(S,6)-II) with equilibrium 
data rm and l as found by Masnou-Seeuws et al. 
[S]. Fig_ 2 illustrates that the model potential of 
Peach accurately reproduces the attractive part of 
the Thakkar potential reported by Gottscho et al. 

3.2. The B ‘2 potentials 

Much less is known about the B”Z interaction 
potential. From an evaluation of the spectra line 
data of Lapatovich et al. [12], Gottscho et al. [13] 
obtained accurate values for rm and l However, 
they were not able to generate a reliable RKR 
potential from the (two) B’Z vibrational levels 
given in table 1 by assuming a Lennard-Jones (S,6) 
shape fcr the B ‘2 potential. The repulsive compo- 
nent of this (8.6) potential deviates from the theo- 
retical model of Peach [ll]. Nevertheless the equi- 
librium data obtamed by Peach are in excellent 
agreement with the depth and position of the 
potential well determined by Gottscho et al., as 
can be seen from table 1. 

Since the equilibrium parameters of Gottscho et 
al. [13] are revised rm, l values of Lapatovich et al. 
[12] we have bracketed the best-fit values reported 
by Lapatovich et al. in table 1. The error limits in 
the r,,, value given by Lapatovich et al. seem to be 
overestimated in view of the larger uncertainty in 
the r,,, result of Gottscho et al. 

It should be noted that our scattering experi- 
ments probe the repulsive wall, i.e. above the 
dissociation limit, to which the spectroscopic ex- 
periment [12] was not sensitive. So, our experi- 
ments can be regarded as being complementary to 
the spectroscopic investigation on the Na*-Ne 
molecule [12]. 

4. I. Experimental drfference scattecrng patterns 

The scattering of laser-excited Na(3”P,,,) by 
Ne was measured in a range of relative colhsion 
energies E from 2.06 X low3 to 4.22 X 10B3 au. 
Fig. 3 shows the measured scattering cross section 
at E = 2.4 x 10m3, 3.19 X low3 and 4.22 X 10m3 
au. The experimental curve at E = 3.19 X 10m3 au 
has been presented previously [17] in order to 
illustrate the accord between semi-classical calcu- 
lations based on spin-uncoupling effects and the 
experimental data. 

The necessity to take the uncoupling of the spin 
into account becomes evident from a comparison 
of the frequency in the experimental rapid oscil- 
lations with that predicted theoretically when the 
spin-orbit (L-S) coupling is completely neglected 
(elastic approximation). In this approximation the 
differential cross section is given by [23,24] 

a(B) =& +311nlz, (4.0 

where fn r are the amphtudes for elastic scattering 
in the molecular A211 and B’Z state, respectively. 
In this case the calculated rapid oscillations are 
due to elastic scattering by the well-known A’II 
potential only. The calculated frequency turned 
out to be significantly lower than the experimental 
frequency_ This can be seen from fig. 4 in which 
the average experimental as well as the theoretical 
oscillation periods A$ are plotted as a function of 
l/g (with g the relative velocity of the collision 
partners). Therefore, we have to include in our 
calculation the uncoupling of the electron spin 
from the quasi-molecular axis while taking the 
effective L-S coupling at large internuclear dis- 
tances into account. Then the differential cross 
section summed over all final states of the scattered 
Na* atom is given by [16,17] 

a(@ =wrI -fzl’ +flhI12 

+&If; +&I2 + &lf& +f$. (4:2) 
The amplitudes f& contain phase shifts due to 
the spin-rotational effects (for further detaiIs see 
ref. [17]). Now the fn - fx terms in (4.2) no longer 
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12~~ on and off aignills) 
:) b> he m the Inh system •I c\pcrimcntnl results (differsnce betwen 

-_ results of wmt-c1a~sic.d c&uiattons x\lth mclubton of spin-uncouplmg cffccts The vertical lines 
mdlcate the largest sc=ttcnng ~nglc at \\htch the 
d,Lkren,e xxttcnng pnttcrns 

ground-atate sc.tttenng influences the oscdlatton btructurcs in the experimental 

cancel each other and consequently the II-\’ in- 
terference strongly influences the scattering pat- 

for the excitation is unpolarized. In the appendix 
wz give the results for the theoretical cross sections 

tern. This interference is responsibIe for the higher 
experimental oscillation frequency in the observed 

obtained with linearly polarized laser light with 

rapid oscillations, as shown in fig. 4. 
the polarization vector E parallel as well as per- 

In (42) it was assumed that the iaser light used 
pendicular to the relative velocity g before the 
collision. In principle the polarization of the alkali 
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experimental a&ulai _resolution were -&en-itit 
account in th; c&ulations_ - - : 

AU relevant inforniatio‘n about- the collision 
process can -< be extracted from. the _ angular 
frequency and the-absolute-pbsitions of the peaks 
in the measured oscillatory st&cture. Conse- 
quently, it was sufficient to compare only unaver- 
aged scattering patterns with the experimental pat- 
terns. We found that the calculated “best-fit” pat-- 
terns reproduced the experimental resolution rea- 
sonably well. -The calculated scattering patterns 
yere considered to be “best-fit” results if the 
calculated peak positions differed from the experi- 
mental positions by less than 0.2” over the whole 
angular range investigated. 

0 1 2 3 L s 6 7 8 9 10 
I/gflO-‘s/m I- 

Fig 4 Avenge angular spacmgs a of the peak posltions m the 
rapid osc11Iat1ons as a function of l/g The expenmental 

rcAts wcrc transformrd to the cm system (open circles). The 

solid circles rcprcscnt the results obtained from calculatIon2 of 
differential cross secttons of elastic A’II potential scattering 

( ‘P3,2) atom before the collision can influence the 
scattering pattern as was observed by Htiwel et al. 
[20] and Dtiren et al. [21]. However, our scattering 
patterns with Ellg did not differ significantly from 
those with E I g. This outcome is to be predicted 
theoretically. In fig. 5 the theoretical scattering 
patterns for the two cases -Ellg and E _~g are 
compared with each other and with the case of 
unpolarized laser light. Obviously, the peak posi- 

4.2. DerermiEation of the B ‘2 interaction potential 

In order to reproduce the measured cross sec- 
tions theoretically we started our fitting procedure 
by taking the interaction potential of Gottscho et 
al., shown in fig. 1, for the A’II state and varying 
the shape and the equilibrium parameters for the 
B’Z potential. It should be realized that it is 
mainly the repulsive part of the B’X potential 
which influences the cross sections in the investi- 

Cl 
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Fig. 5. Calculated differential scattering patterns for the pol&zati& vecfor E of the laser light parallel and perpenrlicufar to the 
relative velocity g. The collision energy is 3.19 X 10m3 au. 



gated angular range. The well depth (2.06 X lo-’ 
au) is too small to be probed in our experiments. 
For a fixed shape and well depth of the B’Z 
potential the equilibrium distance r, can be de- 
temuned from a best fit of the calculated peak 
positions to the experimental ones. However, one 
has to bear in mind that the r, Lalue obtained in 
this way depends on the chosen potential shape 
and - to a negligible extent - on the dell depth E_ 
The latter was taken equal to the value obtained 
b> Gottscho et al. (see table 1). For a 
Lennard-Jones (n.6) potential with II = 8 (as was 
used by Gottscho et al.) we obtained a best-fit 
value of 15.1 f 0.4 au for I-“,_ The scattering pat- 
terns calculated with these potential parameters 
are also shown in fig. 3_ 

There is a high sensitivity of the scattering cross 
sectlons on the r position of the repulsive branch 
of the B’S potential. Since our scattering data are 
not sensitive to the well depth E \\e can obtain &I 
relatively small error in r,_ provided the assump- 
tion of an LJ(S.6) potential shape is correct. The 
upper and lower limits for rm given by Gotthcho et 
al. 1131. who also assumed the LJ(S.6) shape. ccln 
be excluded. as is demonstrated in fig. 6: scdtter- 
mg patterns calculated with these r,, values oscil- 
iate largely out of phase with respect to the corre- 
sponding measured pattern. On the other hand. 
their data allow an E determination u hlch is not 
possible from our scattering data. 

If other 01.6) potential shapes &ire used in the 

5 
= I 

calculations, we obtain different best-fit values for 
r,_ These are plotted in fig. 7a as a function of n. 
In fig. 7b we show the LJ(n,6) potential curves for 
n = 8, 12. 14 obtained with the corresponding rm 
values. These curves are very similar in spite of 
their different potential parameters tz and r,,,_ Since 
the r,,, value of the LJ(S,6) potential is in excellent 
agreement with the spectroscopically determined 
value it can be concluded that our LJ(S.6) poten- 
tial is consistent with the LJ(S.6) potential ob- 
tained by Gottscho et al. Furthermore, fig. 7 indl- 
cates that the LJ(S.6) shape is the most realistic 
one. The other shapes investigated yield r,,, values 
that are in less agreement with the rm value re- 
ported by Gottscho et al. In fig. 7 it is assumed 
that the rm value obtained by Gottscho et al_ does 
not depend on the repulsive part of the B’Z 
potential, determined by the value of JZ. This as- 
sumption is Justified on the following grounds: (i) 
in the spectra line measurements of Lapatovich et 
al. two vibrational levels with their corresponding 
rotational levels were resolved, which fix the bound 
part of the potential at the two vibrational levels 
lvithin the stated error limits; (ii) the error limits 
of the t-,,,. r values in the (8,6) potential of 
Gottscho et al. reflect the uncertainties in the 
experimental data mentioned in (i): (iii) for LJ(rz,6) 
potential curves with II = 12, 14 the widths of the 
potential wells are significantly smaller than the 
\\idth of the LJ(S,6) potential. 

We further explored the sensitlvlty of the cross 

A2n : Gottscho et al. 

622 m : r = 15.8 a-u. 

r = 14.0 a-u. --_---_ 
m 

0 - LAB 

Fig 6 Cotnpanaon of calculated scattering patterns uith the e~pcrment.11 result rlt E= 3 LYX 10m3 au The r,” kalues for the B’E 
potential used are the upper and lowr ‘;1, limit of the potent4 reported by Gotteho et al [13] The meli of the B’T potrnkxl uas 
t&cn equal 10 the c ralue obmmcd by Gomcho et ~1 
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Fig 7. (a) The best-fit values for r,,, of the B’Z potenttal obtamed u:th different LJ(n.6) shapes (open circles). The ‘;n V.&e obtained 
by Gottscho et al [13] IS assumed to be independent of the parameter n The horizontal lines present the error iimtts of the r,,, values 
reported by Gottscho et al. (b) LJ(n.6) potenttal curves with ‘;R values depicted in fig. 7a. In all I-I potential curves the sell depth is 

equai to 2 05 x 10e5 au. Our experimmts are sensttive to the part of the (8.6) potenttal mdtcated by the horizontal dashed lines. 

sections to the shape of the B”Z potential by 

calculating difference scattering patterns based on 
the A’II potential of Gottscho et al. and the 
theoretical B’Z model potential calculated by 
Peach [ll]. The well in the B2Z potential curve of 

Peach [ll] is similar to the well obtamed by 
Gottscho et al. (see table 1). From a comparison of 
both potential curves it was observed that the 
repulsive branch of the Peach potential is less 
steep than the LJ (86) potential of Gottscho et al. 
We found that the scattering patterns calculated 
with the B’Z potential of Peach did not fit our 
experimentai scattering data as favourable as those 
calculated with our best-fit B2Z potentials_ The 
positions of the peaks could not be reproduced in 
the entire relevant angular range investigated by 
us. The experimental oscillation frequency was 
only reproduced at the intermediate scattering an- 
gles, but definitely not at scattering angles larger 
than the rainbow angle of the A’II potential_ This 
is a direct consequence of the soft slope of the 
B’Z potential of Peach. 

4.3. Sensitrvity to he A ‘l’I porential 

Of course, our results for the B’Z potential 
depend on the assumed A’II potential_ In our 
previous investigation [17] we used the LJ(8,6) 

potential of Lapatovich et al. (shown in fig. 2) for 
the interpretation of our scattering data. Obvi- 
ously, the shape of this potential does not repro- 
duce the potential curve deduced by Gottscho et 
al. If we assume this LJ(8,6) potential (LJ(8,6)-II 
in fig_ 2) for the A’11 state, we have to shift the rm 
of the B ‘X potential (LJ( n,6) with n = 8) to higher 
r values by 1.0 au in order to obtain agreement 
between the calculated and experimental scattering 
patterns. Since this r, value is inconsistent with 
the value obtained by Gottscho et al. it is con- 
cluded that the LJ(8,6)-II potential in fig. 2 is not 
correct. 

We have also applied the theoretical A’II 
potential of Peach [ll] in the calculations_ The 
peak positions in the calculated scattering patterns 
co.uld be -fitted to the experimentally obtained 



positions by taking the rm value of the B’T: 
potential equal to 15-l au_ In fact. the caicuiated 

scattering patterns turned out to differ from the 

patterns calcuiated with the A’H potential of 

Gottscho et al. mainly in peak posttions at large 

scattering angles (8 > 15 “). This result is not 

surprising. The .4”H potenttats of Peach and 

Gottscho et al. doffer only in the repulsive part. 

The contribution of the centrifugal term in the 

effective A’H potential decreases the influence of 

the differences between the potentials of Peach 

and Gottscho et al. -at large impact parameters_ 
However. at smail impact parameters (or large 

scattering angles) this difference between the 

potential curves is still noticeable in the scattering 

cross sections. Nevertheless, the relatrve peak 

heights in the result obtained with the Peach 

potential are in less agreement with the experimen- 

tal result than the evpenmental and theoretical 

curves shown in fig. 3. Thus, we can conclude that 

for the description of the scattering process the 

A’II potential obtained by Gottscho et al. is the 

most realistic one among the various potentral 

curves that we have investigated. 

Finally, we note that the well in the theoretical 

A’H potential of Masnou-Seemvs et al. [S] is too 

shallow to produce a reasonable frt of calculated 

scattering patterns to our experimental results. In 

their analysis of the scattering data of Carter et al. 

[l]. Masnou-Secuws et al. [16] already pointed out 

that the value of l in their model potential had to 

be increased in order to reproduce the position of 
the expenmental rainbow maximum measured by 
Carter et al. This conclusion is consistent with our 

observations_ 

5 Summaq and conclusions 

We have been able to estabhsh the B’S interac- 

tion potential for the Na*-Ne system from an 

evaluation of our differential scattering euperi- 

ments ctnd to test the A’H potentials reported in 

the literature_ We extracted information about 

these potentials from the rapidly oscillating II-V 

interference structure observed in the experimental 

scattering patterns_ In order to interpret this inter- 

ference structure quantitatively it was essential to 

include spin-rotational effects in the theoretical 

treatment of the scattering process. 
Our result for the B’Z potential is in excellent 

agreement with the experimental potential ob- 

tained from spectroscopic studies [12,13] provided 

we use an LJ(8,6) shape in calculating the scattering 

patterns_ This shape was also assumed by 

Gottscho et al. [13]. Our scattering experiments 

have allowed us to derive the equilibrium parame- 

ter T, of the B’Z potential with an accuracy that 

exceeds that of the most accurate value reported 

up to now. The rm value in the B’S potential was 

obtained by extrapolating the accurately de- 

termined repulsive part of the LJ(S,6) potential to 
the well. In addition, we have shown that other 

potential shapes (LJ(n,6)) yield “best-fit” r,,, val- 

ues that are inconsistent with the spectroscopically 

determmed r,,, values for the B2E potential_ 

On the basis of a comparison of calculated and 

experimental scattermg patterns we conclude that 

the A’H potential derived by Gottscho et al. [13] 

describes the A’II state Interaction in the 

scattering process more accurately than the other 

A’H potentials we investigated. 

The shape of the A’H potential proposed by 

Gottscho et al. deviates from an LJ(8.6) Shdpe in 

the attractive part. We have observed that when 

this (S.6) shape is used in the calculations the 

“best-fit“ B ‘Z potential is inconsistent with the 

result obtained by Gottscho et al. Therefore, accu- 

rate knowledge of the shape of the A’H potential 

curves IS required m order to obtain reliable B’E 

potential curves from the scattering data. 
With regard to the theoretical potentials, the 

model potential calculations seem to reach a level 
of accuracy that can compete with experimentally 
obtained potentials_ From our best-fit calculations 
we conclude that the most reliable A’II and B”Z 
mode1 potential curves have been obtained by 
Peach [ll]. The repulsive branches of the A’lT and 
B’S potentials of Peach are. however, too steep 
and too soft. respectively, to reproduce our experi- 

mental scattering patterns. 
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Appendix. Calculation of scattering cross sections 

With linearly polarized light the initial state of 
the Na atom is described in a system where the z 
axis. 2,. is parallel to the electric vector E of the 
incident light. The optical pumping process popu- 
lates the hyperfine states ]F,M,) wtth t;;, = 3 from 
the ground states ]F,M,) with Fr = 2. Under sta- 
tionary conditions the preparation of the excited 
states is described by the density operator that 
satisfies the relation [25] 

- 641) 

In the case of degenerate hyperfine- and fine- 
structure states the denstty matrix for the ILM,,) 
state is readily obtained from (Al) by taking the 
trace over nuclear and electronic spin [26] 

P (A21 

In a coordinate system with the z axis perpendicu- 
lar to 2, the density matrix as given by (A3) is 
transformed to this new system of reference by 

(7) 
PLGpIW = c D,$,,, (0, - fn. o)~~~!,D,t,,,@, i-3 O), 

m*m 

(A3) 

where DheM( a, p, y) are the rotation matrix ele- 
ments, e.g. given in ref. [27]. From (A3) one ob- 
tains 

(A4) 

A.2 The scattering intensities ; 

The intensity I of scattered Na(3’P,>) atoms is 
given by 

I= Tr(F-p-Ft). (A51 

The scattering amplitude matrix F is described in a 
system of reference with the z axis perpendicular 
to the scattering plane. The matrix elements of F 
are given by [17] 

F,, = +(I-;; +f;)* 

F13=*(fn-fs)*exp[-i(?r-de)]. 

F3r = $(ftt -j-&* exp[i(T - 8)], 

Fs3 = f(f,’ +fr’), 

F,, = F,, = F-&=&=0, (‘46) 

withf,_, the elastic scattering amplitudes for A’II 
and B ‘Z scattering, f& the scattering amplitudes 
with phase shifts 2qfttr replaced by 2q’& + 2$/n.,, 
where 2+‘, X is the rotation of the molecular axis 
for A’II and B’Z states, respectively. Combining 
(A2), (A5) and (A6) yields the scattering intensity 
for E perpendicular to the relative velocity vector 

g: 

IL = $lr, -&I’ + 3 Jjr$ 

+&Jr, +&II + j$&-‘: +/;I! (A7) 

For E parallel to g the scattering intensity calcu- 
lated from (A4), (A5) and (A6) is 

I”=$,lfn -jx]’ +$lfnl’ 

+$\j-; +fr]2t#fn i-f$ 

-&Re(G +I%)*& -L) 

X exp[ i( ‘iT - 0)] 

- &Re(f; +fG)*(fn -f~) 

X exp[ - i( -8r - S)] . W) 
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